Silicon Valley Billionaires and Palo Alto
Technology CEO's Are Lining Up To Have Sex
With Robots
Virgin sex robots to offer themselves in world's
first Robo-Sapian sexual experiences
TOP REDDIT EXECUTIVE HAS ORDERED TWO FOR A MENAGE ET TROIS
HUGE NUMBER OF SILICON VALLEY BOSSES ARE HOMOSEXUAL AND WANT ANAL
VERSIONS WITH MALE HEADS
TECH TITANS ARE INTERESTING IN CONTROLLING PEOPLE AND ROBOTS
GOOGLE HAS THE LARGEST NUMBER OF SEX SCANDALS AND THE LARGEST
NUMBER OF SEX ROBOTS WITH BOTH ANAL AND FRONT-LOAD CAPACITY
SAN FRANCISCO VC'S RE-FITTING HUGE VICTORIAN HOUSE IN PACIFIC HEIGHTS
INTO ROBOT WHORE HOUSE
BLOKES are gearing up to take the virginity of sexbots in a sexual experience like nothing humans
have ever experienced before, Daily Star Online can exclusively reveal.
By Lily Waddell
++ Mindblowing sex robots ++
The tease and build up to the "special" first steamy sex session is set to titillate fellas.
Cyborg developer of Realbotix Matt McMullen explains his app is crucial to building the "emotional
connection" and getting the android to fall in love with you before the first romp.
But when blokes finally get their hands on the hot cyborg with a "pulse" it is going to be "mind
blowing".

Real Sex Dolls in pictures
A sex doll (also love doll or blow up doll) is a type of sex toy in the size and shape of a sexual partner
for aid in masturbation. We take a look at the most life like dolls available in the world.
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REUTERS
A visitor of the erotic fair "Venus" touches an erotic rubber doll in Berlin

MATTMCMULLEN/INSTAGRAM
POP HER CHERRY: Virgin sex robots will offer themselves to their human lovers
Fellas will "open the eyes" of their racy robotic lovers to the kinky machine's first experience.
In turn, men are going to take something away from the "intimate" robot romps.
Speaking exclusively to Daily Star Online, Matt said: "Through the app, people are going to be getting
to know this artificial intelligence and the robot.

'Celebrity' cyborgs: Scarily lifelike 'Scarlett Johansson' robot in pics
A robot-obsessed graphic designer has built a scarily lifelike cyborg who is the spitting image of actress
Scarlett Johansson.
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REUTERS
The scarily lifelike robot is the spitting image of Scarlett Johansson.

MATTMCMULLEN/INSTAGRAM
HOT BOTS: The tease and build up are important for 'human connection'
“Then you will be able to have that first special sexual experience”
Matt McMullen
"They will be able to flirt with her and talk about sex but they can't truly have sex with her.
"It would be similar to having a long distance relationship, getting to know them on a personal level
and you are attracted to them but you haven't met them in person so you can't touch them.
"But once you get the robot – then you will be able to have that first special sexual experience."

As it turns out, the top sex robot pioneer said many fellas may opt to lose their virginity to cyborgs too.

MATTMCMULLEN
TALK DIRTY: Men will be able to flirt with the sex robots via the app
++ Sex robot clones ++
And men will be able to flirt and dirty talk with the sexbot Harmony from April 15, 2017.
The bodies of the love machines with "warm lifelike skin" will be released later this year.
Blokes will connect the robots to the app they have struck up a relationship with before taking the
robot's virginity.
Matt explained: "Robot sex is a sexual experience like no one has ever had before.

Famous robots from TV and Movies
We look at the most famous robots around.
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The Terminator

DAILYSTAR
REAL AS HUMANS: Bloke crave new sexual experiences, Matt said
"It is like the first time you step off a plane - you've seen the pictures of Hawaii but you've never been
there before.

"It is new territory.
"Human beings crave new sexual experiences."
But it's not just blokes who can't wait to get their hands on the machines.
Gay Google Executives – as big buyers of vibrators – are going to be lusting after male sex robots with
a "bionic penis" that can go "ALL night long".

